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Foreword
Welcome to the Scottish Cities Alliance’s Annual Report. As I write this, the nation is in
Covid-19 lockdown which has changed the economic landscape immeasurably and the
impact of this is yet to be fully felt. This pandemic will have long-lasting impacts on all
areas of our society but as cities are key drivers of the economy, their regrowth will be
key to rebuilding this crucial aspect of our society. I firmly believe that by working
collaboratively, we can achieve the optimum results for Scotland’s cities and crucially the
businesses and citizens they are home to.
The aim of the Scottish Cities Alliance - the unique collaboration of Scotland’s seven cities
and the Scottish Government – is and has always been to work together to promote the
country’s great economic potential and this central aim will be more pivotal than ever as
we navigate this unprecedented landscape.
Responding to the COVID-19 emergency and restarting the economy will be the number one priority for all Alliance
partners going forward. The good news is that over the course of the last year, the Alliance began an ambitious programme
of work informed by analysis undertaken by Prof. Graham Roy at the Fraser of Allander Institute to develop a co-designed
action plan with the Scottish Government and national agencies to address key challenges and opportunities common to
the cities’ longer term economic prosperity. This work provides a strong basis from which we can further develop thinking
around how the cities can collectively support Scotland’s recovery from this unprecedented event, which I am proud to say
will place opportunities from a green economic recovery at its heart.
Sustainability has always been a central component of this collaboration, with our Smart Cities work, match-funded by
ERDF, taking the total invested in this area across the seven cities to more than £50 million. Led by Glasgow, the Programme
consists of more than 40 projects including building Europe’s first smart canal in Glasgow and opening an Innovation Lab
in Perth, to cite just two examples of projects utilising digital infrastructure to shape our cities for a more sustainable future.
Our work to build the hydrogen economy across Scotland’s cities is making great leaps with 15 buses in Aberdeen and 12
buses in Dundee funded as part of the EU’s Joint Initiative for Hydrogen vehicles in Europe. The Alliance is also supporting
Glasgow to deliver their fleet decarbonisation strategy, which includes the development of a fuel cell electric refuse
collection vehicle and hydrogen refuelling infrastructure. Hydrogen now forms part of our investment offer in recognition
of the rising importance placed on sustainability by investors across the board. This collaborative approach to our smart
and sustainable activity is replicated in the Alliance’s Investment Promotion work which forms a key part of the Team
Scotland offer. We work with a network of partners in the public and private sector to take our investment opportunities
to key markets. Through our work at investor events, we have helped to bring investors to cities and we now continue this
investor facing work via face-to-face calls. Real estate assets underpin the economy and we must use these assets to attract
investment, which will bring the vital jobs and supply chain demand with it and help to navigate the economy out of this
current situation.
This collaborative approach to our smart and sustainable activity is replicated in the Alliance’s Investment Promotion work
which forms a key part of the Team Scotland offer. We work with a network of partners in the public and private sector to
take our investment opportunities to key markets of interest. Through our work at investor events, we have helped to
bring investors to cities and we now continue this investor facing work via face to face calls. Real estate assets underpin
the economy and we must use these assets to attract investment, which will bring the vital jobs and supply chain demand
with it and help to navigate the economy out of this current situation.
I have met with many investors over the past year, from major institutional investors to the smaller boutique investor, and
Scotland’s cities continue to be a great interest. EY’s UK Attractiveness Survey for example recently revealed Scotland as
the most attractive place for inward investment outside London for the seventh year running. Investors want to work
where there is pro-growth city leadership and we have that in abundance across the seven cites. We have a lot to shout
about, and we plan to do just that in order to bring the investment and therefore the jobs and economic prosperity that
brings.
Cities are the beating heart of our economy and now more than ever, the Scottish Cities Alliance’s collaborative approach
is vital to drive forward our cities’ policies and ambitions to have thriving, green economies, which take us out of the current
economic situation in a more sustainable path. By working together strategically, we can lead the economic recovery, drive
prosperity as a collective and make a huge difference to everyone’s lives.

Councillor John Alexander
Chair, Scottish Cities Alliance

Scottish Cities Alliance – Key Achievements – 2019 – 2020
Investment Attraction
•

Held an investor lunch and sustainability roundtable as
part of the Team Scotland MIPIM UK programme in
October attended by Ivan McKie, Minister for Trade
Investment and Innovation, generating more than 10
new investor contacts. Follow up one-to-one meetings
have been set up with cities as part of the 2020-2021
investment programme.

•

Developed our most targeted programme yet for
MIPIM 2020 including two highly prestigious main
MIPIM panel speaking slots, for our Chair, Councillor
John Alexander and the City of Edinburgh’s Chief
Executive, Andrew Kerr. Despite the event being
cancelled, the Alliance is working with the event
organisers to transfer the programme to a series of
online events and investor meetings.

•

•

•

•

•

Investing in Sustainable Cities” roundtable event at Scotland House,
October 2019

Comms and Marketing

Secured a place at an influential investor roundtable at
10 Downing Street for our Chair, Councillor John
Alexander, Leader of Dundee City Council. The event
was led by Sir Edward Lister - Chief Strategic Advisor to
the Prime Minister and provided an opportunity to
discuss investment policy.
Working with Grant Thornton, a financial model to test
the robustness of propositions has been developed and
is now being used by cities to test the return on their
investment propositions to ensure they meet the
requirements of private sector investors before they
are taken to market.

•

Built our media presence, promoting the cities to a
targeted international audience including:-

-

Securing over 100,000 tweet impressions per month,
our highest volume to date;

-

Recording a 140% increase in followers on the Alliance’s
LinkedIn page including over 75,000 post impressions;
and

-

Features in lead investment publications including Wall
Street Journal, fDi Magazine, MIPIM Preview and
Property Week.

Smart Cities Scotland

Referenced in CBRE’s latest report for Scottish
Scotland’s 8th City – the Smart City ERDF Programme
Enterprise – Attracting Capital to Projects of Scale in
Scotland’s Commercial Real Estate – as carrying out • Phase 1 – 17 Phase 1 projects have already completed with
best practice for conducting crucial investor follow ups
a further 9 due to complete in 2020. The Phase 1 programme
after events and trade shows.
is on target to exceed its output targets with anticipated final
outputs of 58 new innovative services developed and 255
Research looking at investor attitudes in Scotland
new datasets made open and discoverable for innovation.
recorded that the Alliance was a factor in one
Example wider benefits from Phase 1 projects include:company’s decision to invest in Scotland and cites the
Alliance’s ability to “declutter a previously confusing
• Glasgow Smart Canal – will unlock 110 hectares across
landscape.”
North Glasgow for investment, regeneration and
development, paving the way for over 3,000 new homes.
Expanded the range of private sector contacts actively
promoting the Alliance’s updated Investment
• Dundee Public Safety - tenants from the 11 multi storey
Prospectus including CBRE, Grant Thornton, ARUP,
blocks (1,000 flats) advised that they felt safer with the
Brodies and JLL. The Prospectus was also placed in
new 24/7 service provided by the Safety and Alarm
Heathrow’s Business Lounges generating one warm
Response Centre. 24/7 Community Alarm service for
lead and positive industry feedback.
6,000 clients is now operational, with significant
reduction in incidents since opening in April 2019.
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Scottish Cities Alliance – Key Achievements – 2019 – 2020
•

Smart Waste - Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Inverness, Perth & Stirling - helping cities become
more resource-efficient, improving waste collection
services, reduce transport costs (and carbon emissions)
linked to routing/ scheduling, and delivering cleaner
streets.

•

Perth Famous Grouse Ideas Centre - Launched in
February 2020 - a suite of support services supported
by creative and business support agencies for creative
business incubation. The project aims to develop the
next generation of leaders and employers by inspiring
them through working with entrepreneurs and
creatives.

•

• Refreshed the focus of future data publication work by
the cities to address identified priorities around
improving the discoverability of published data including
through aligning work on data standards and literacy with
national activity.

Building a Hydrogen Economy
• Aberdeen – Project JIVE will support the deployment of
circa 25 fuel cell electric buses in Aberdeen, the first 15 of
which be operational this year.
• Funded the initial project development submissions for
Aberdeen and Dundee to be lead partners in JIVE/JIVE2 the most ambitious pan-European project to-date for the
commercialisation of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure
and fuel cell electric buses.

Glasgow Data - Glasgow’s Data Matching project for
auto-entitlement to clothing grants identified an
additional 5,500 children eligible for this - equating to
£286,000 additional income. Overall, 20,000 children in
Glasgow now automatically receive payments worth
£2.2 million without any input from parents or council
staff including children of parents from the lowest
income levels.

•

Phase 2 – 4 additional projects were approved in June
2020, as well as an increase to funding for one project,
meaning a total of 21 new projects have been approved
for Phase 2, bringing the total value of investment in
the Alliance’s ERDF Programme to circa. £50.3m,
£21.1m of which will be ERDF funded.
Data
• Opened up 100 new datasets for innovation, covering a
wide range of themes with a focus on transparency and
opportunities to improve services and develop
economic and social value from data.

Aberdeen Council co-Leaders, Councillor Jenny Laing and Councillor
Douglas Lumsden with First Aberdeen Operations Director David
Phillips, at the hydrogen refuelling station in Cove, Aberdeen.

• Dundee – Project JIVE2 will support the deployment of 12
fuel cell electric buses and refuelling infrastructure
which will sited at the Michelin Scotland Innovation
Parc. This project is supporting discussion with Arcola
Energy who are keen to base their Scottish facility at the
Parc, if provided wider activities such as planned
Powertrain testing facilities and production of heavy fleet
vehicles come to fruition for Dundee.

• Carried out a substantial programme of external
stakeholder engagement, with organisations like
Scottish Enterprise, the Scottish Local Government
Digital Office, the Improvement Service and the Scottish
Government with the aim of ensuring interoperability
and shared best practice.
• Ran a successful event at the Perth Famous Grouse Ideas
Centre as part of DataFest 2020. This annual event
showcases Scotland’s leading role in data science and
artificial intelligence internationally and provided an
ideal opportunity to profile the innovative work on data
publication across the cities to Scotland’s burgeoning
data community.
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Scottish Cities Alliance – Key Achievements – 2019 – 2020
• Supported Glasgow to deliver their Fleet Strategy for the
complete decarbonisation of their captive fleet vehicles.
Concentrating on heavy fleet vehicles, grant funding of
£805,000 from Transport Scotland has been secured for
the deployment of 23 dual fuel gritters and a further
£1.4million for the innovative development of a fuel cell
electric refuse collection vehicle. Subject to the
identification of match funding, a further £6.4million of
OLEV funding has also been awarded for refuelling
infrastructure and fuel cell electric vehicle deployment.

• Worked with the Core Cities, to produce a quantitative
and qualitative analysis of how EU Successor Funding
should be used to best drive the economies of cities
across the UK. The research was used to develop a
common Scottish Cities position statement and inform
UK and Scottish Government thinking on future funding.
• Facilitated strategic discussions between partners to help
shape the development of strategic frameworks critical to
the future economic prosperity of the cities including the
Scottish National Investment Bank, the Infrastructure
Commission for Scotland, the National Transport
Strategy and the National Planning Framework.

• Partnered with Transport Scotland and the Universities
of St Andrews and Strathclyde to establish a Hydrogen
Accelerator in Scotland, bringing together key
stakeholders to provide expertise in the design, delivery
and management of hydrogen projects and coordinate
and cluster Scotland’s capability to use hydrogen
technologies to deliver economic growth as part of the
transition to a net zero carbon economy. The aim is for
the Accelerator to be operational in 2020.

• Published a Migration Position Statement with
supporting quotes from all partners setting out the
collective needs of Scotland’s cities from future migration
policy. Working with Ben MacPherson, Minister for
Migration and comms teams across the cities, we used
the position statement to promote shared messages
including details of the advice service for EU Nationals
provided by the Citizens Advice Bureau.
• Worked with cities and rates assessors to address issues
relating to the rates charged on publicly owned
infrastructure utilised for the deployment of 5G small cell
technology. This work resulted in a positive outcome for
existing city 5G projects in cities and a commitment to
continue to work collaboratively to provide clarity around
the rateable value for the technology in Scotland going
forward.

Policy and Stakeholder Engagement
• Worked with the Fraser of Allander Institute to produce
an analysis detailing the performance of Scotland’s
Cities and their contribution to the Scottish economy.
Led by the City CEOs, the analysis will now inform the
development of a codesigned action plan with the
Scottish Government and key agencies which will set out
the short, medium and longer term transformational
activity needed to address
key challenges and
opportunities common to the cities’ economic
prosperity.
• Developed business cases to pilot new fiscal flexibilities
and ways of working as part of the Scottish Government
and CoSLA’s Local Governance Review. For example, the
business case to trial a transformative approach to
utilising health and social care data in NHS Tayside local
authorities to drive efficiencies and improve outcomes
for patients is ready to discuss with Ministers which if
successful, could be rolled out across Scotland.
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Budget – 2019-2020
The Scottish Cities Alliance has two funding sources, the first is an investment fund for specific
collaborative project activity to accelerate their development and delivery. The second is the Alliance
Core Team budget which includes employment and overhead costs for the Alliance’s Core Team based
in SCDI.
Cities Investment Fund
£7 million was provided by the Scottish Government when the Alliance formed in December
2011. The purpose of the fund remains unchanged and it continues to be used to leverage additional
private finance and/or European funding to generate income from private sponsorship and support
largescale collaborative projects to develop programmes which will allow for wider city region
investment.
On 5th December 2017 the budget was set for the period 1/4/18 – 31/3/2022. This budget had a
projected shortfall of £612,068, and it was agreed that close monitoring would take place in an effort
to reduce this shortfall.
Considerable savings have been realised, and during 2019/20 adjustments were made to relevant
budgets which has reduced the overall projected shortfall to £78,525 as at 31/3/20. It is anticipated
that additional savings will be achieved throughout 2020-2022 to reduce the shortfall to zero by
31/3/2022.
Alliance Core Team Budget
Each city and Scottish Government contributed to the Scottish Cities Alliance operating costs of
£238,000 to cover staff costs and events for the financial year 2019/20. Procedures are in place for
the SCDI financial management team to monitor expenditure.
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MIPIM UK 2019: Cllr John Alexander features on the Smart Cities panel.

The Alliance’s Investment Promotion workstream helps cities to promote their multi-million-pound investment
opportunities to a targeted investor audience via a single Investment Prospectus. We act as a conduit bringing
investors to cities through bespoke one-to-one meetings, as well as through attending investor conferences such as
MIPIM and MIPIM UK, holding our own sectorally targeted events.
For example, we joined Team Scotland for MIPIM UK 2019 where we:
▪
▪

▪

Held an investor lunch to kick off MIPIM UK which had 10 investors round the table with whom we have since held
follow up discussions and made relevant introductions.
Hosted a sustainability Roundtable at Scottish Government’s London headquarters, Scotland House, which was
attended by the Minister for Trade, Investment and Innovation, Ivan McKee, who was introduced to a key investor
contact.
Met a major investor interested in all of Scotland’s cities who will present to all city leaders at a future Leadership
Group Meeting.

By creating bespoke opportunities for cities to meet investors from the sectors they are promoting, the Alliance’s
investment promotion activity has helped to bring in more than £100 million to the Scottish economy with investments
across the cities.
Collaboration is at the heart of everything that we do. Working with our stakeholders, we are a conduit for bringing
relevant opportunities from key public sector organisations such as Scottish Development International, Scottish
Enterprise and the Department for International Trade to the attention of the cities, ensuring they are part of
informing the overall strategic approach to attracting investment to Scotland. For example, last year the cities were
able to inform thinking around the Scottish Government’s process for identifying future strategic sites. Looking
forward we have scheduled an opportunity for the cities to draw upon the Department of International Trade’s
experience of packaging investments across cities to achieve the scale sought by private investors.
A key advantage of the collaborative approach to investment attraction has been the development of a wider
understanding across the partners as to each cities’ unique investment offer. This in turn has helped strengthen the
Alliance’s investment promotion collateral and enabled us to market the cities through targeted print media (Wall
Street Journal, fDi Magazine and Property Week) investment panel slots and interviews (Property TV) and a strong
social media presence on both Twitter and LinkedIn.
The seven city regions have a strong story to tell, and collaboratively they are making a significant impact in a very
competitive environment. The Alliance will continue to support and promote the opportunities on offer across the
cities to our growing database of investors who welcome our unique one-stop-shop approach to attracting investment.
If you are interested in learning more about the investment opportunities in our Investment Prospectus please contact
Investor Relations Manager, Lillian McDowall, on lillian.mcdowall@scottishcities.org.uk
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Aberdeen: Intelligent Street Lighting (ISL)
Project Overview
Aberdeen City Council (ACC) deployed a small-scale demonstrator project for Intelligent Street Lighting by utilising the
deployment of LED optical units along a high profile area in the centre of Aberdeen and which was expanded through
the ERDF 8th City funding.
As part of the procurement process an innovative hybrid Central Management System was developed which uses
LoRaWan open network gateways to control the nodes on the lighting columns through a mesh network.
Flood sensors have also been installed and provide data on when interventions are required to prevent flooding which
in turn causes disruption. ACC is wiring the new LED lanterns to allow future development and installation of sensors
to be connected to the system through the two spare cores in the flex.
Additionally, the ACC Part-Time 20mph and Safer Routes to Schools have been connected to the system for switching
signs on and off at specific times.

Why is it needed?
This project has enabled old, inefficient lighting units to be replaced, generating cost and energy savings. The
deployment of additional sensors and data collection, contributing to ACC’s ambition to enable a variety of Smart City
solutions.
Impact and Benefits
▪
▪
▪

Energy consumption has been reduced through more efficient light sources (shown to be up to 60% in comparison
to the units they replaced) and consequently reduced carbon footprint.
There is now adaptive control of the lighting system remotely through the central management system and the
system can alert users of any faults as they occur, negating the need to wait for a complaint to come through.
Data provided by sensor deployment contributes towards having a more resilient city and enhance public safety.

For more information contact George Collie, Senior Technical Officer, Aberdeen City Council
Gcollie@aberdeencity.gov.uk

smart
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–

Dundee: Mobility Innovation Living Laboratory (The MILL)
Project Overview
The MILL (Mobility Innovation Living Laboratory) is an innovation partnership between Dundee City Council (DCC) and
Urban Foresight. Through its ShareMORE pilot projects, supported by the 8th City ERDF programme, The MILL is
developing a range of smart mobility products and data that can be tailored to the specific needs of Dundee citizens,
then up-scaled for use in other Scottish cities and further afield.
The ShareMORE pilot projects include solutions to increase public use of car club vehicles, solutions to optimise
corporate fleet by increase shared use of mobility assets and smart parking services.
The MILL project partners contribute datasets to support the Dundee Open Data Platform (another 8th City project) to
enable innovative solutions to be developed. Partners’ real time APIs will feed information to a Mobility-as-a-Service
(MaaS) App being developed as part of the project, with a future iteration integrating and providing payment for
different transport services.

Why is it needed?
Dundee is an ideal testbed to demonstrate the integration of smart mobility projects and solutions to address many
of the complex social and economic challenges facing today’s cities. The Smart Mobility innovations developed at The
MILL aim to reduce environmental impacts of transport and improve access to employment and services, delivering
positive change to help create better quality of life for citizens. By developing a sustainable transport system, The MILL
will provide greater efficiencies for residents and businesses, attract new infrastructure investment and creating
economic opportunities that will make Dundee more competitive.
Impact and Benefits
The ShareMORE projects are still underway. However, preliminary data shows, for example, that in three months of
using six ULEV car club vehicles, Dundee City Council eliminated over 732 car journeys from the road by moving away
from spot hiring of vehicles. In addition, smart parking technologies are providing insights on parking sessions,
including monthly sessions and parking revenue, enabling parking managers to enhance users’ experience as well as
potentially optimising parking assets.
For more information contact Alan Dobson – alan.dobson@dundeecity.gov.uk

smart
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Edinburgh – Public Safety
Project Overview

CCTV stands for Closed-Circuit Television and whilst historically this has been an accurate portrayal of a Public Realm
system; primarily used to prevent and detect crime, technology has since evolved. IP cameras and their digital video
systems in the industry today have transformed what they can do for end-users such as City of Edinburgh Council.
The ERDF 8th City Programme steered colleagues at Edinburgh to innovate and convert the existing CCTV service into
a futureproofed end-to-end visual sensor infrastructure. Approaching the system planning phase with a blank slate
and cutting-edge technology in mind, a vision for developing the foundations of a Smart City Operations Centre soon
materialised.
Edinburgh seeks to install an advanced Video Management System (VMS), modern networking mesh for the
transmission of data across the city and high-resolution IP cameras to create a state-of-the-art Video Surveillance
System as part of the Public Safety project.

Why was it needed?
The VMS intends to incorporate the latest video analytical software in the market to better manage the operational
requirements of the city. These analytics will create many efficiencies in the operational day-to-day running of the
service, such as being able to automatically detect and alert an operator of an object left in a designated area and
contact blue light services in an efficient automated incident workflow when required.
There are countless immediate service benefits posed by a system capable of these analytics and automated responses
which enable operators to handle any public safety incidents as quickly and efficiently as possible.
A significant aspect of a cutting-edge VMS will be the transition from being a primarily reactive service, to a proactive
one by utilising data to leverage insights for the city. By installing high resolution IP cameras, particularly within
locations at main thoroughfares, the video analytical software can provide a much richer view of how people interact
with the built environment – whether that is on foot, bicycle or vehicle. This data analysis can allow for better city
planning and even data-driven flow management.

Impact and Benefits
The VMS will be flexible and open in order to be able to grow and adapt into an operational platform built up with the
bespoke analytics required for Edinburgh’s unique requirements; successfully monitoring large events such as
Hogmanay and the Fringe Festival but also analysing traffic flow in key arterial routes of the city.
The data captured and analysed by the Video Surveillance System, could be merged with other currently disparate
data sets across the city such as air quality to discover new insights and understand holistically the way in which the
city operates. Furthermore, it could unlock other ways to make operational activity more efficient in the future by
creating synergies between other services in the organisation.
The innovative approach enabled by the 8th City Programme has certainly acted as a catalyst for developing the smart
city vision within this project. By engaging in the ERDF bidding process, establishing the project and contributing
towards the 8th City Advisory Board, the art of the possible has been empowered within the service area.

smart
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Glasgow: Responding to Child Poverty
Project Overview
In autumn 2019, the Centre for Civic Innovation (CCI) in Glasgow was asked by the Child Poverty Strategy group in the
city to help them better understand some of the issues around child poverty. Specifically, the CCI was asked whether
data science could help uncover new insights around the detailed circumstances facing children and families in the
city.
Data insight is central to the project as it forms the basis for new ideas and potential solutions. The insight is created
through the use of data analytics conducted by data scientists in the team. This is combined with a design thinking
approach to support creative problem solving.

Why is it needed?
Glasgow has an ambitious target to reduce child poverty to 18% by 2023 and 10% by 2030. Stakeholders are keen to
try out new ways of working and new solutions to help meet the target, starting with making better use of all data
available and assessing what it might tell planners.
Impact and Benefits.
The initial data analytics exercise has already uncovered new levels of detail around the depth of child poverty amongst
particular family groups across the city. It also challenged the official figures around poverty levels. All of this has
opened up a new debate on how best to tackle child poverty in the city, increasing potential options for new
interventions. The CCI is facilitating a process to encourage new ideas around solutions.
More information from Stephen Sprott, Strategic Innovation & Technology, Glasgow City Council stephen.sprott@glasgow.gov.uk. For information about the Centre for Civic Innovation contact data@glasgow.gov.uk
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Inverness: Smart Waste Collection
Project Overview
As part of a Smart Waste project, route optimisation software is being used by The Highland Council to support an
intelligent, data-driven approach to waste collection.
Why is it needed?
Cities, including Inverness, have consistently identified waste services as an area of high (and increasing) cost, requiring
significant deployment of staff and resources, and with high levels of interest and scrutiny on behalf of communities,
politicians, and, where services are seen to be failing, of press and media.
Impact and Benefits.
Using round management software with consistent, accurate datasets allows for more efficient routing of waste
collection vehicles - bringing with it reductions in operation costs and the potential for redeployment of valuable
resources by decreasing miles travelled, maximising stops and lifts per hour, balancing workloads across the week,
and reducing the requirement for overtime.
Real-time statistics and custom reporting also gives the opportunity for The Highland Council to continually improve
the performance of rounds, further reducing costs and providing a better service to citizens through gradual, data and
experience-led improvements.
More
information:
Brian
Robertson,
Brian.Robertson@highland.gov.uk
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Perth: Innovation Lab at Creative Exchange
Project Overview
The development of an Innovation Lab was identified early on as one of the 8th City projects in Perth. This became a
£625,000 project for Perth & Kinross Council (PKC) - of which £250,000 is ERDF and £100,000 allocated via the SCA
Cities Investment Fund. Nested within the Perth Creative Exchange, and branded as the Famous Grouse Ideas Centre
(FGIC), this facility was formally opened on 26th February 2020.
Creative Exchange is a £4.5 million creative hub which will help boost the local Perthshire arts economy and was
developed as a partnership project between Perth and Kinross Council and WASPS (Scotland’s largest provider of
creative studios space) and other stakeholders.
The FGIC occupies 150m² of space within Creative Exchange and aims to make a positive economic, social and cultural
impact not only in Perth but across the Tay Cities Region.

Why is it needed?
There are around 1,500 creative industries in Perth and Kinross, many of which are small scale but with huge potential
to grow. A key aim for FGIC is to support creative business incubation, development and growth. This will be achieved
through an innovative suite of dedicated support programmes. These have been developed by creatives for creatives
with an emphasis on innovation.
The FGIC will also see enterprises, projects and individuals working to find solutions to commercial and civic challenges.
Impact and Benefits.
The FGIC and Perth Creative Exchange is creating an environment which encourages creative and artistic growth, whilst
retaining and attracting talent to Perth. Partnership working has delivered a space which supports the creative sector
now and in years to come and will be a boost to the arts community in Perth and further afield.
Perth Creative Exchange supports 66 FTE and generates wage earnings of almost £1 million pounds per annum across
the local economy.
For more information contact Graham Pinfield, Smart Projects Officer, Perth & Kinross Council – gpinfield@pkc.gov.uk
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Stirling: Smart Energy
Project Overview
The Smart Energy project was one of four projects delivered by Stirling Council for Phase 1 of the 8th City ERDF
programme (Open Data, Mobility, and Waste being the other projects). This project has enabled data generated from
Stirling Council’s energy monitoring assets to be captured on a centrally management platform – The Energy Hub.
Going forward, the Council would intend that the Hub becomes the single point for monitoring and reviewing peak
energy use in addition to providing details of real time renewable energy generation at Council buildings and sites.
The Hub also supports the development of reliable and meaningful predictions on future energy consumption,
resultant decreases in emissions or any associated cost reductions.

Why is it needed?
Gathering energy data from the variety of channels and sources operating within Stirling Council buildings and sites
into one single repository is essential to improving the facilities, mechanisms, processes and procedures used to
identify energy wastage.
This innovative service also supports work to identify opportunities for energy consumption reduction on a more
timeous basis.
Impact and Benefits.
Using data gathered and generated by the Hub, Stirling Council aims to increase its energy efficiency, and in turn,
reduce its energy bills. Buildings with the poorest energy efficiency will be targeted for improvements through physical
and behavioural changes.
As a result of reductions in energy consumption, the associated CO² emissions will also decrease. With fewer emissions
being produced, the general environment and air quality are likely to improve.

More information: Grace Conner, Smart Energy Officer, Stirling Council – connerg@stirling.gov.uk
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DataFest 2020: Stephen Sprott of GCC speaks at Perth Creative Exchange.

At the heart of the Alliance’s 8th City ERDF Programme sits the Data Cluster – a group of officers from all seven cities,
and the Scottish Government who share a common goal to push forward the publication of open data in the cities to
increase transparency and drive innovation.
Collaboration has been a key element of the Cluster’s success to-date - facilitated through working to four distinct
work packages; Data Standards, Data Publishing, Data Analytics, and Data Community/Capacity Building. Through
this arrangement of joint working all 7 Scottish cities have the ability publish the same data sets to the same standard
and quality, opening up unique opportunities for industry to work with a range of small and medium sized cities to
develop and test smart solutions using data published across 7 city data platforms.
The last year has been one of considerable progress and transformation for the Cluster. Collectively, the cities have
opened up over 100 new datasets for innovation, covering a broad a range of city themes, from electric vehicle
charging and traffic flows, to council spend and school catchment areas. In addition, the cities have actively promoted
the re-use of published datasets and worked with the Scottish Government to ensure that national work on data
standards is fully integrated into the Cluster’s data publication processes, to improve discoverability.
Improving the discoverability of data published by the cities is achieved through close working with key partners such
as CENSIS and the Open Data Institute and through a programme of engagement events across the cities including
hackathons and profiling the work of the Cluster as part of a national series of events run by Smart Cities UK. This
exciting programme culminated in a showcase event held in Perth’s new Creative Exchange as part of DataFest 2020.
Looking ahead the cluster will continue to work collaboratively to incorporate their data publishing activities into
“business-as-usual" processes. Planned activity includes sharing the learning from the Cluster’s approach to data
publication with other Scottish local authorities via the Scottish Local Government Digital Office; working with the
Scottish Government to implement data standards to ensure better discoverability and interoperability of data and
refocusing activity around data skills to ensure city officers have the skills required to play their part in making data
publication business as usual.
The Cluster recognises that countries around the world are facing unprecedented challenges from COVID-19, and that
the need for openness, transparency, inclusion and accountability have rarely been greater. As part of the national
economic response to COVID-19 the Cluster will therefore develop a robust engagement programme in partnership
with the government and Scotland’s data and tech community to maximise the use of data to improve decision making
and develop new solutions to the current economic and social challenges Scotland faces.
For further information on the Data Cluster, please contact Doug Young: doug.young@scottishcities.org.uk
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Building Scotland’s Hydrogen Economy

All-Energy Glasgow 2019: First Minister Nicola Sturgeon stands in front of the new hydrogen double decker bus.

Work to build the hydrogen economy across Scotland’s cities is really starting to bear fruit. Alongside the Scottish
Government’s hydrogen assessment and upcoming hydrogen policy and action plan, Cities are leading regional
initiatives to develop the hydrogen and fuel cell technologies to help deliver their net zero ambitions.
Successive investments from the EU’s Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (Project JIVE/JIVE2) will support the
deployment of 15 hydrogen fuel cell electric buses in Aberdeen and a further 12 in Dundee together with
hydrogen refuelling infrastructure located at the Michelin Scotland Innovation Parc. This year also saw Edinburgh
open a public hydrogen refuelling station for hydrogen-electric and dual-fuel vehicles.
Now, thanks to the collaborative efforts of the Alliance and Transport Scotland, work is well underway to support
Glasgow to form part of the countries’ expanding investment offer for hydrogen technologies. Glasgow City Council’s
Fleet Strategy forms part of the city’s commitment to create a clean, green and sustainable city supported by the
decarbonisation of its heavy fleet vehicles. Grant funding of £805,000 from Transport Scotland has been secured for
the deployment of 23 dual fuel gritters and a further £1.4million for the innovative development of a fuel cell electric
refuse collection vehicle. Subject to the identification of match funding, this ambitious programme will be further
supported by £6.4million of OLEV funding for refuelling infrastructure in the city and fuel cell electric vehicle
deployment.
The work in Glasgow is aligned with initiatives in other cities such as Aberdeen’s work to develop a Hydrogen Hub
and illustrates how the cities and public sector by working collaboratively can establish hydrogen and fuel cell
vehicles as part of their fleets but equally provide opportunities in terms of R&D, supply chain developments and
financing models all of which can be replicated across the seven Scottish cities.
The good news is that work is already underway by the Alliance to develop a codesigned action plan with the cities,
government and agencies which will consider a transformational whole systems approach to supporting the future
development of Scotland’s hydrogen economy in the short, medium and longer term. The aim is to make this work a
cornerstone of the Scottish cities’ investment offer at the COP-26 UN Climate Change Summit due to take place in
Glasgow in 2021 which provides a unique platform to demonstrate how Scotland is leading the way on transitioning
to a net zero carbon economy.
Finally, a key next stage in the development of Scotland’s Hydrogen investor offer will be the planned launch of a
Hydrogen Accelerator for Scotland later this year. This is being developed in partnership with Transport Scotland and
the Universities of St. Andrews and Strathclyde.
For further information please contact our Hydrogen Project Manager, Fiona Landy: fiona.landy@transport.gov.scot
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